SWIMCLOCK/SHOT CLOCK
SWIMCLOCK provides unparalleled flexibility and
control over workouts. SWIMCLOCK uses dependable, super-bright LED’s that are visible indoors or out.
The four 6.5 inch digits are enclosed in a rugged aluminum case with Plexiglas lens. The hand-held
Programming Pendant includes a 16-key keypad
and backlit LCD display. Available with or without battery. Wall-mount bracket included.
Use the Programming Pendant to create 30 sets, with
five different intervals. Select to count up or down, and
number of reps to run. Sets begin with 3 warning
tones, then a tone for each new rep. Program multiple send-off tones to sound at a selectable interval.
Save all sets in memory by number.
Create up to 15 workouts with up to 30 sets each. Save
in memory to reuse, edit, or delete and replace. While
running a workout, the coach can start, stop and
restart, or reset the whole workout at any time.

Versatile & powerful electronic
pace, game & shot clocks
Specifications
SWIMCLOCK / SWIMCOUNT
 Size: 12.5"h x 24"w x 4"d, 17 lbs (with battery, 32 lbs)
 24VAC rechargeable battery optional.
 4 digit display (+ colon) 6.5" red super-bright LED’s.
 Black anodized aluminum case with non-glare Plexiglas lens.
 Splash-proof.
Programming Pendant (sold with SWIMCLOCK or add to
SWIMCOUNT)
 Size: 7.5"h x 4"w x 1.2"d, .6 pounds.
 16-key splash-proof membrane keypad with 4 x 16
backlit alphanumeric LCD screen.
 Black impact-resistant ABS plastic case.
 Program and save 30 sets with 5 intervals to repeat up
to 99 times. Count up or down selectable.
 Program and save 15 Workouts with 30 sets each
and up to 99 send-off tones at selectable interval.
SHOTCLOCK
 Size: 12.5"h x 12"w x 4"d, 13 lbs (with battery, 20 lbs)
 12VAC rechargeable battery optional.
 Two digit display, 6.5" red super-bright LED’s.
 Black anodized aluminum case with n o n - glare
Plexiglas lens. Splash-proof.

Use E-Z Workout to program 1 interval and the number
of reps. Also includes GAME CLOCK and STOPWATCH modes. Link multiple SWIMCLOCK's together to run synchronously from one Programming
Pendant.

SWIMCOUNT is an affordable cont inuous counting
4 digit pace clock or water polo game clock without a
Programming Pendant, but you can add it later. Combine a SWIMCOUNT with a SWIMCLOCK for synchronous operation. Available with or without battery. Wallmount bracket included.

SHOTCLOCK

is a very affordable continuous
counting 2 digit pace clock or water polo shot clock.
Same super-bright LED’s, rugged aluminum case
and Plexiglas lens. Available with or without battery.
Wall-mount bracket included.

5 Year Warranty (2 Years on Batteries)
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